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  Analysis of computers for controlling a laundry network system  

 

Abstract 
This document describes the work for the master’s thesis in Electrical 

Engineering carried out at Electrolux Laundry Systems. In this project the 

computers that control the laundry system have been compared in order to verify 

the performance of the whole system. Three real environment systems are analysed 

and two of these systems have been set up in the laboratory in order to solve the 

problem considered. The results show that the tested devices perform better than 

the device PC1, which is not fulfilling the expectations in the real environment 

system. Some conclusions and future work are presented. 

 

Keywords: laundry system, computer performance, Industrial PC, benchmark 

testing, performance monitor. 
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1 Introduction  
This chapter introduces the topic of the Master’s thesis and it is organised as 

follows. First the company in which the project has been developed is introduced, 

then a brief history of laundry technologies is described. After that, the problem is 

stated and the objective is introduced. Finally, the structure of the report is 

explained. 

 

1.1 Company overview 

Electrolux Laundry Systems is a company which provides sustainable laundry 

systems for industrial solutions worldwide. This project has been carried out in their 

research centre located at Ljungby, Sweden. Electrolux Laundry Systems offers a 

variety of solutions for industrial laundry systems.  

Among their products one can find different kinds of washing machines, driers, 

ironing and finishing equipment, laundry accessories, control system and software 

solutions and special solutions to meet the needs of their clients [1]. In addition to 

measures for reducing the environmental impact by lowering the consumption of 

energy, water and chemicals, the company has the management system certificate 

ISO 9001:2015/ ISO 14001:2015 [2]. This project has focused on their control 

system area. 

 

1.2 History of laundry technology 

Before the 19th century, the clothes were made of cloth, leather, wood and other 

materials that were brushed to remove the dust or washed by hand in a tub of heated 

water for cleaning purposes. In the 19th century laundry become a weekly chore, at 

first done in a non-mechanical way. The water was brought to the laundry site, 

heated on a fire and used on wash boards. For drying the clothes were hung outdoors 

regardless of the weather conditions.  

Some inventions were made during 19th the century [3]. In 1805 the first patent 

for a washing machine was obtained. Later, in the 1830s commercial laundries were 

established. The gyrator-type washing machine with a vertical axis was invented in 

1869. Later, the electric iron was patented in 1882. Between 1870 and 1910 there 

was a rapid increase of commercial laundries by means of the industrialization of 

the laundry appliances that were used in American homes. 

In the 20th century, electric power in urban areas and the invention of the small 

electric motor caused important progress in the laundry technology. In 1908 the 

small electric motor was developed, leading to the first electric clothes washer in 

1915. Commercial laundries reached a peak in the 1920s since marketing of 

washing machines for homes was combined with the introduction of the first soap 

powder on the market. In the following decade, the coin-operated laundromats 

became popular. 

It was until 1939, when truly automatic machines were introduced, that the 

machines were able to fill and drain water automatically with a spinning cycle to 

reduce the amount of water remaining. Before that, simple electrically powered 

machines with tubs with revolving agitators which empowered the circulation of 

the soap water were used. When the cycle was finished the clothes needed to be 

moved by hand to a wringer. The machines that weren’t plumbed needed to be filled 

and drained manually. 
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After the Second World War, suburbs developed and the aim of the industry 

was that people should have a washing machine in every home. Another step in the 

development of the laundry history was taken in 1961 when pampers entered the 

market. The microwave dryer appeared in 1994. 

In 2000 Dryel [4] was introduced. This appliance allows cleaning the special 

care clothes in dry at home. Nowadays, the trend is towards connecting the 

appliances to the internet in order to easily control them and to improve their 

performance by means of sensors and control mechanisms. 

1.3 Description of the laundry system 

Before explaining the problem statement, it is important to describe the laundry 

system of today. The system is divided into 3 parts: Network and Machines, Client 

PC and Server PC. 

The LaundryVibe network [5] allows the machines to connect to a Server PC in 

a flexible topology. Each machine has a unique address and a Machine Interface 

board. It is connected to the PC by means of a Network Interface board which 

allows up to 15 machines per board. The PC software discovers the machines that 

are connected to each network one by one. The LaundryVibe management 

information systems allows the user to manage a coin-laundry business. It lets the 

user monitor the performance of their machines and make some adjustments in the 

system such as pricing via internet or locally [6]. A graphical description is shown 

in Figure 1.1. 

The information gathered by the Server PC is stored and any Client PC can 

access it as long as it is connected to the Server PC via internet. However, the Client 

application can also be installed in the Server PC. The Client application allows the 

user to monitor the usage and performance of the machines and configure some 

parameters of the machines. LaundryVibe also supports e-mail and text message 

alerts which are configurable by the user. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Graphical description of the system LaundryVibe. Based on: [5], [6] 
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1.4 Problem statement 

Once the system is introduced, the problem needs to be explained. Currently, 

the server PC is not provided in the system, so each customer uses the PC of their 

choice. Usually, they choose a PC that is no longer used in the company. In some 

cases the PC is not good enough for the LaundryVibe system, making it slow and 

not performing as expected. In other cases, the client needs to obtain a new PC 

which makes the solution more expensive in the long term. 

 

1.5 Objective 

The objective of this work is to analyze and compare the available IPCs in order 

to guarantee the correct performance of the whole system. For that, some sub-

objectives have been stablished: 

 Get access to the IPCs since there are no peripherals connected (display, 

mouse or keyboard). 

 Analyze the PC of a working system that is performing under 

expectations. 

 Analyze the PC of a working system performing as expected. 

 Set up the system with the IPCs under test and analyze their 

performance. 

 

1.6 Report Structure  

The rest of the report is organised as follows. First, a background to the problem 

will be given in term of the conceptual framework and an overview of the systems. 

Then there is a review of the literature. After, the complete design will be explained 

and the results presented. Finally some conclusions will be drawn and future work 

will be suggested. For detailed explanations some appendices follow the list of 

references. 
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2 Background  
In this section the background of the project will be explained in terms of the 

framework of the technical concepts. Then an overview of the observed systems is 

given in some detail. 
 

2.1 Conceptual framework 

In order to understand the technical terms that are used, an explanation is 

required. In this section the main terms will be described. 

 

2.1.1 Internet of Things 

Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of devices that have a unique identifier and 

are able to transfer data over a network with no need for human interaction. There 

are a lot of application domains where one can use IoT. In some applications, such 

as this project, everyday objects are connected to the internet and can be controlled 

remotely to determine their state by collecting the data through the sensors in the 

devices [7]. 

The smart devices have embedded processors, sensors and communication 

hardware to transfer data or act on the data that they gather. The data is sent to the 

cloud in the edge device and it is analysed either in the cloud or locally [7]. This 

allows the user to better understand the performance of the devices; to be more 

efficient and manage them better. After the data is collected and analysed, one can 

visualize and manage the system remotely in devices such as computer, tablets or 

mobile phones. There are some challenges such as scalability, interoperability, 

software complexity, data volumes and security and personal privacy in the 

implementation of IoT [8], [9]. 
 

2.1.2 Industrial PC 

An Industrial PC or IPC is an embedded computer with components similar to 

those of a desktop PC such as the microprocessor, RAM, memory and interface 

ports. It is designed for harsh environments with humidity, dust, vibrations or high 

temperatures, making the IPC more robust than the desktop computer [10]. The 

most important benefits of using an IPC over a commercial PC are; low power 

consumption, reliability, long-term durability, I/O expansion capability and low 

maintenance [11]. In 2003 a survey of usage and applications trends of IPCs [12] 

listed the most demanded features; the panel mount, solid-state storage and a small 

footprint. 
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2.1.3 Multiprocessor 

The microprocessor or Central Processing Unit (CPU) is the controlling element 

of a computer system. It is in charge of controlling the memory and Input and 

Output (I/O) by means of some connections called buses and instructions that are 

stored in the memory and executed in the CPU. Each CPU contains an Arithmetical 

Logic Unit (ALU), Control Unit (CU) and registers. It performs three different main 

tasks: data transfer between CPUs, memory and I/O, simple arithmetic/logic 

operations and program flow [13]. 
A multiprocessor or multi-core processor is a CPU that contains two or more 

independent cores, the basic computation unit of the CPU. A multiprocessor can 

run several instructions at the same time. This increases the performance of the 

computer when the programs used have parallel computing ability [14], [15]. 

Although multiple core CPUs have more power to run parallel instructions, the 

speed of the computer is not proportional to the number of cores. Having 4 cores 

does not mean that the computer will run twice as fast as the computer with 2 cores. 

The cores need to communicate with each other through channels and this takes 

time. 

 

2.1.4 Computer performance 

Computer performance refers to the efficiency of a computer or how well it 

works on the whole [16], [17]. There are several ways to determine the performance 

of a computer, such as Benchmark testing and metrics.  

Benchmark testing consists of some software that load-test an Information 

Technology (IT) system in order to evaluate the performance of the components or 

applications.  

Metrics are defined in [18] as a crucial measuring element to track, asses and 

compare the performance of a processor, task or system. There are some popular 

metrics [19], although suitable metrics depend on the type of application that the 

PC is running [20].  

Evaluation can detect speed issues, bottlenecking, poor scalability, software 

configuration issues and insufficient hardware capacity [21]. 

 

2.2 Overview of the systems 

This section introduces the current systems that are analysed. There are 3 

systems in a real environment and 2 in the lab environment. The number of 

machines connected to the PC/IPC and their characteristics are explained. At the 

end, in Appendix E, a comparison of the processor of the PCs and IPCs is shown 

by [22]. 
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2.2.1 System 1 

In this system the server app is run in the PC1. It has 10 machines connected to 

the PC through a network interface. The PCs characteristics are found in Table 2.1. 

 

Processor 
Intel® Celeron® CPU E3300  

@ 2.50GHz, 2494 MHz, 2 Cores, 2 Logical Processors 

Installed Physical 

Memory (RAM) 
3 GB 

OS Microsoft Windows 10 Home Version 10.0.17134 

Graphics card Intel® G41 Express Chipset 

Drive Seagaste ST3320418AS 320GB 

Devices connected 10 

Table 2.1: Specifications of PC1 

 

This PC is not working as expected in the system, it is slow and it has issues 

connecting to the cloud. This is the example of the bad performance of the system 

and the IPCs under test should perform better than this PC. 

 

2.2.2 System 2 

This is a laboratory setup with the IPC1. There are 3 network interfaces with 6 

devices in two of them and 5 in the last one, with the total of 17 devices connected 

to the IPC. The specifications of the IPC are shown in Table 2.2. 

 

Processor 
Intel® Celeron® CPU N3160  

@ 1.60GHz, 1601Mhz, 4 Cores, 4 Logical Processors 

Installed Physical 

Memory (RAM) 
4 GB 

OS Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise Version 10.0.17134 

Graphics card Intel® HD Graphics 

Drive 128 GB SATA Flash Drive 

Devices connected 17 

Table 2.2: Specifications of IPC1 
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2.2.3 System 3 

This is the second laboratory setup with IPC2 as controlling device. It has 3 network 

interfaces connected to it with 6 machines in two of them and the other with 4, a 

total of 16 devices. The features of the IPC are listed in Table 2.3. 

 

Processor 
Intel® Celeron® CPU J1900  

@ 1.99GHz, 1993 MHz, 4 Cores, 4 Logical Processors 

Installed Physical 

Memory (RAM) 
4 GB 

OS 
Microsoft Windows 10 Enterprise 2016 LTSB  

Version 10.0.14393 

Graphics card Intel® HD Graphics 

Drive TS128GSSD420K 128 GB 

Devices connected 16 

Table 2.3: Specifications of IPC2 

 

2.2.4 System 4 

This is a real environment system which has the PC2 connected to 12 machines 

with a network interface. The characteristics of the PC are shown in Table 2.4. 

 

Processor 
Intel® Core™ i5-2520M CPU  

@ 2.50GHz, 2501 MHz, 2 Cores, 4 Logical Processors 

Installed Physical 

Memory (RAM) 
4 GB 

OS Microsoft Windows 7 Enterprise Version 6.1.7601 

Graphics card Intel® HD Graphics 3000 

Drive ST320LT007-9ZV142 320GB 

Devices connected 12 

Table 2.4: Specification of PC2 

 

2.2.5 System 5 

The last system observed is the PC3 with a network interface and 4 devices 

connected. The specifications of the PC are found in Table 2.5. 

 

Processor 
Intel® Core™ i5-4310U CPU  

@ 2.00GHz, 2601 MHz, 2 Cores, 4 Logical Processors 

Installed Physical 

Memory (RAM) 
8 GB 

OS Microsoft Window 10 Pro Version 10.0.17763 

Graphics card Intel® HD Graphics Family 

Drive SAMSUNG SSD Pm851 mSATA 256GB 

Devices connected 4 

Table 2.5: Specification of PC3  
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3 Literature review 
The literature review relating to the project is made. The focus is on the 

benchmarking software that is available. Moreover, some research papers which 

carry out tests for measuring the performance of the computers are mentioned. 

There are some reports on simulation and prediction of the performance. 

3.1 Benchmark testing 

There are a lot of options for benchmarking PCs. Usually these applications 

cannot be modified by the user and they test specific areas of the PC. Here are some 

examples of various free software for measuring the performance by benchmarking 

in Microsoft Windows Operating systems.  

First some general performance benchmark software. CPU-Z [23] provides the 

specifications of the PC, focusing on the CPU, mainboard and memory. It also 

offers real time measurements of the core’s and memory’s frequency. Another tool 

is the HWMonitor [24] that visualizes voltages, temperatures and fan speeds of the 

system. SiSoftware Sandra Lite [25] enables to benchmark in detail different 

aspects such as the processor, memory and network performance. It also allows the 

user to compare the results with a similar processor online. Piriform’s Speccy [26] 

scans every component of the PC and shows the temperature, voltage and fan speed 

among other things. 

There are more specific purpose softwares. An example of that is the CineBench 

[27] which measures the CPU performance by rendering an image and the result is 

graded in points. RealBench [28] offers the option to benchmark several 

components of the computer focusing on the processor. The tests are realized by 

simulating a regular load instead of pushing the components. However, it also 

allows to do stress testing. 

There are more benchmark tools that check other parameters of the computers, 

such as the GPU. Moreover, there is a popular benchmark that evaluates different 

parameters of the computer called UserBenchmark [29]. This is the tool used for 

simplicity and clarity of presentation. 

 

3.2 Performance tests 

This section lists some reports where the performance is analysed. The article 

[30] evaluates and compares 3 methods for emulating the performance of multi-

core CPU systems. A performance equation for comparing two microprocessors is 

proposed under a specific stage in [31]. It also defines the important parameters for 

performance evaluation, such as cache memory, cores, bus types and base clock. 

The paper [32] introduces an evaluation method for the performance of a High 

Performance Computer (HPC) by means of the HPL benchmark. 
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The performance of Embedded Linux and Windows CE 6.0 is analysed in [33] 

in order to find which one is the most efficient. For that 3 tests are carried out: 

interrupt delay, priority based multi-process and inter-process communications 

tests. The paper [34] studies and characterizes the performance of some operations 

on modern CPUs, GPUs and Many Integrated Cores (MIC) for a microscopy image 

analysis app. The article [35] compares the memory access behaviour for parallel 

applications executing on CPU and GPU core types in a heterogeneous CPU-GPU 

processor simulation. 

The work [36] explains the importance of a run-time system verification in 

built-in testing. In this way, the system is tested completely instead of each 

component independently and there is no need to stop it for testing. A CPU Module 

Test Device (CPUMTD) is designed and developed in [37] for realizing an 

automatic test with the virtual instrument PXI. In [38] Linux based virtual machines 

are created in order to run some benchmark and stress test applications with a 

continuous load in them. The work [39] gives a solution to find a functional and 

performance problem on a system under load. In which the performance problems 

are detected by automatically analysing the execution logs of a load test. Moreover, 

some tips for stress testing web services are presented in [40]. 
 

3.3 Simulation and prediction of performance 

There is some work on simulation and prediction of the performance of 

computers. The work [41] presents some benchmarks for a performance study using 

semaphore and priority. The paper [42] compares the latency for various level of 

memory by average access time (ns) of different CPUs and integrated Graphics 

Processing Units (iGPUs). The article [43] claims that the multi-core simulators are 

much slower than the real hardware. That is why it proposes a large number of 

multicore processor designs with high accuracy by means of representative 

execution paths. 

The paper [44] states that the CPU and the memory are the most important parts 

when focusing on the single node performance. When considering the CPU, one 

should bear in mind frequency, vector units, branch prediction, out of order 

execution and number of stages in the instruction pipeline. On the other hand, when 

examining the memory, the impact of changes in frequency and overall bandwidth 

on the performance are the elements to take into account. It introduces a prediction 

of the time that an application needs to complete a workload in terms of the CPU 

and memory. 

The common metrics for human-machine teaming are identified in [18] in order 

to design a benchmark platform to enable the verification, validation and evaluation 

of the performance. It claims that the research community uses different metrics 

according to the application and domain. The diverse range of apps is the main 

difficulty when defining common metrics. A benchmark characterization with 5 

types of main function units is presented in [45] for different application areas such 

as automotive, consumer, digital entertainment, office, networking and telecom.  
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4 Implementation 
In this section the details of the implementation of the project are explained. For 

that, the way of accessing the devices under observation is shown. The importance 

of knowing the temperature in the devices is noted and a solution is given. The 

performance evaluation criteria are also explained. 

 

4.1 Remote access 

As the IPC does not have any peripherals, the access from other PCs is needed 

to control. There are two different cases: when the user access via Ethernet cable 

and remote access. Both cases will be explained in this section. 

 

4.1.1 Cable connection to IPC 

When the internet connection of the IPC is not working, a cable connection is 

needed as the proposed system does not have any keyboard, mouse or display. The 

IPCs have been configured so that one of the Ethernet ports is dedicated for this 

purpose, with a static IP address. The user needs to set the IP address of the Ethernet 

port of the PC to 192.168.0.1 with 255.255.255.0 as the subnet mask. The 

configuration details are explained in Appendix A. After configuration, one can 

access the IPC with the PC by discovering devices in the network window. A left 

click on the IPC connects with Remote Desktop Connection as shown in the Figure 

4.1. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Accessing with Remote Desktop Connection via Ethernet cable 
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4.1.2 Remote Access using TeamViewer 

A remote access is needed to control the PCs that are not accessible on a daily 

basis. As one of the computers is located in the UK and the other at Kumla, Sweden 

it is necessary to control them remotely. TeamViewer [46] has been adopted, as it 

is the usual tool used by Electrolux and since the PCs under observation already 

had it installed. 

 

For the connection, one needs to have both the PCs and the controlling device 

connected to the internet. By means of the application TeamViewer, and knowing 

the ID of the PCs, one is able to control the PC remotely. More details are shown 

in Appendix B. 
 

4.2 Temperature logger 

When measuring the performance of the PCs, it is important to know the 

temperature that they reach in the tests. The temperature is especially important in 

the IPCs because they do not have a fan for cooling. That is why the SpeedFan [47] 

software have been used for logging the temperature of the hard disk and the cores 

of the devices. Among other functionalities it can show the temperature every 3 

seconds and log it in a file if wanted. A caption of the chart is shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: SpeedFan chart. Source: [47] 
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4.3 Performance of the PCs 

For having a general idea of the differences of performance among the PCs 

under observation a 3rd party application have been used. After that each PC have 

been analysed deeper with the Performance Monitor of Windows [48]. 

 

4.3.1 Benchmark 

For the evaluation of the performance of the PCs, UserBenchmark [29] has been 

used for having a general idea of the devices. This Benchmark test the PC in 

different aspects, but one is not able to configure the areas of the test. This particular 

one divides the results into gaming, desktop and workstation purposes. This 

application runs the test from the executable and afterwards the results are shown 

in the browser. Apart from dividing into the application of the PC, it also gives more 

details about some aspects such as the processor, graphics card, drive and memory 

kit.  

The results are calculated by the following formulas. For computing the 

percentage of the gaming purpose one can see (1) where 𝐺𝐶𝑃𝑈 is composed by 

30% of single core, 60% of quad core and 10% of multicore results. This purpose 

is recommended to take into account when the PC is going to be used to 3D gaming 

and graphics. 

 

 25% ∗ 𝐺𝐶𝑃𝑈 + 50% ∗ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 15% ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 10% ∗ 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ (1) 

 

When finding the result of the desktop purpose it uses the following (2), where 

𝐷𝐶𝑃𝑈 is calculated by the 80% of single core, 10% of quad core and 10% multicore 

results. One should pay attention to this result when the PC is needed for surfing, 

email and office apps. 

 

 50% ∗ 𝐷𝐶𝑃𝑈 + 10% ∗ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 30% ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 10% ∗ 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ (2) 

 

Finally, when calculating for workstation purposes it uses (3), where 𝑊𝐶𝑃𝑈 is 

calculated by the 10% of single core, 10% of quad core and 80% multicore results. 

One should bear in mind this result when using the PC for virtual machine, database 

or audio/video encoding. 

 

 40% ∗ 𝑊𝐶𝑃𝑈 + 20% ∗ 𝐺𝑃𝑈𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 25% ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ + 15% ∗ 𝐻𝐷𝐷𝐵𝑒𝑛𝑐ℎ (3) 

 

More information about the tests carried out in this benchmark can be found at 

[49] for measuring the CPU, GPU, SSD, HDD and RAM. 

 

4.3.2 Performance Monitor 

Microsoft Windows ® offers in the computers with this Operating System (OS) 

a performance tracking tool called Performance Monitor [50]. Some measurements 

have been carried out in the performance monitor in each device under test while 

these devices are working. There are different versions of the performance monitor 

in different version of Microsoft Windows OS. This leads to have some counters 

that are not the same in the application. There are a lot of counters that one can 

measure with this tool, for more detailed explanation of the tool one can check [51]. 

At first, a selection of important counters Table 4.1 have been done according to 

[52]. 
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Object Counter 

LogicalDisk 
Disk Reads Bytes/sec 

Disk Reads/sec 

Memory 

Available memory 

(available Bytes) 

Committed Bytes 

Nonpageable Memory 

Pool Bytes (Pool 

Nonpaged Bytes) 

Page Faults/sec 

Page Reads/sec 

Page Writes/sec 

Pageable Memory 

Pool Bytes (Pool 

Paged Bytes) 

Pages Input/sec 

Pages Output/sec 

Pages/sec 

Network 

Interface 

%Broadcasts 

%Multicasts 

Bytes Received/sec 

Bytes Sent/sec 

Bytes Total/sec 

PhysicalDisk 

% Disk Time 

Avg. Disk Bytes/Read 

Avg. Disk Queue 

Length 

Avg. Disk sec/Read 

Current Disk Queue 

Length 

Disk Reads Bytes/sec 

Disk Reads/sec 

Process 

% Processor Time 

% User Time 

Page Faults/sec 

Pool Nonpaged Bytes 

Pool Paged Bytes 

Process ID (ID 

Process) 

Working Set 

Processor 

% DPC Time 

% Interrupt Time 

% Processor Time 

% User Time 

%DPC Time 

%Privilege Time 

DPCs Queued/sec 

Interrupts/sec 

System 

Processor Queue 

Length 

System Calls/sec 

System 

(processor 

info) 

% Total Interrupt Time 

% Total Privilege 

Time 

% Total Processor 

Time 

% Total User Time 

TCP 

Connection Failures 

Connections 

Established 

Connections Reset 

Segments 

Received/sec 

Segments 

Retransmitted/sec 

Segments Sent/sec 

Segments/sec 

Thread 

Object 

% Processor Time 

ID Thread 

Priority Base 

Table 4.1: Selection of important 

counters 
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Results 
In this chapter the results of the measurements explained in the implementation 

section are shown and commented. First the UserBenchmark and then the 

performance monitor. 
 

4.4 Benchmark 

The results from UserBenchmark are shown in Table 0.1 together with the 

average of the temperature logged with SpeedFan while the tests were carried out. 

  
PC1  IPC1  IPC2  PC2  PC3 

Gaming 11.00% 11.00% 11.00% 12.00% 15.00% 

Desktop 21.00% 22.00% 23.00% 36.00% 46.00% 

Workstation 12.00% 14.00% 14.00% 16.00% 25.00% 

Processor 15.80% 20.20% 20.50% 42.90% 43.20% 

Graphics Card 0.54% 1.94% 1.15% 2.37% 7.36% 

Drive 39.70% 34.50% 60.00% 54.80% 84.20% 

Memory kit 11.80% 19.40% 21.40% 47.20% 50.80% 

Background CPU 26% 25% 18% 9% 17% 

Avg. Temp. HD 0 61°C 30°C 39°C 38°C - 

Avg. Temp. Core 0 95°C 49°C 40°C 65°C 51°C 

Avg. Temp. Core 1 89°C 55°C 40°C 66°C 52°C 

Avg. Temp. Core 2 - 53°C 41°C - - 

Avg. Temp. Core 3 - 50°C 39°C - - 

Avg. Temp. 82°C 47°C 40°C 56°C 52°C 

Source [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] 

Table 0.1: UserBenchmark results for each device under observation 

 

As one can observe in the results by UserBenchmark, overall the IPCs that are 

tested are slightly better than the PC1 which does not fulfil the expectations. The 

background CPU is representing the percentage of the CPU that is working in other 

processes of the system while the tests. The lower this value it is, the most accurate 

the test’s results are. The parameters that are most important for the PC controlling 

the laundry system are the processor, drive, memory and average temperature. 

Taking into account these components, regarding the processor, both IPC have 

a quite similar result, being better than the PC1. Regarding the drive, IPC2 has a 

better performance than IPC1, and even better than PC2. With respect to the 

memory, both IPCs have better memory than the PC1, IPC2 performing a little bit 

better than IPC1. Finally, when running the tests the average temperature of both 

IPCs are lower than the rest. This is an important aspect as the IPCs do not have 

any fan system. 

 

  

https://www.userbenchmark.com/UserRun/17154167
https://www.userbenchmark.com/UserRun/17156428
https://www.userbenchmark.com/UserRun/17093663
https://www.userbenchmark.com/UserRun/17157706
https://www.userbenchmark.com/UserRun/17158073
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4.5 Performance Monitor 

The counters from PC2 are different from the counters in the rest of the devices 

as its operating system is Windows 7, instead of Windows 10. That is the reason 

why at this stage this PC has not been used for comparing with the rest. 

 

As the measurements with the selected courters in Table 4.1 did not make any 

clear difference in the performance of PC1 and PC3, both being real environment 

systems with Microsoft Windows® 10 as the operating system. An hour of all the 

counters was measured in both PCs, in order to see any different between the one 

meeting the expectations (PC3) and the other one that does not (PC1). Measuring 

all the counters takes a lot of space as there are over a thousand, which is why these 

measurement have been carried out for an hour. The results from PC1 and PC3 have 

been compared and in Appendix C the graphics of each counter have been 

described. In this comparison the objects that have been identified as having a 

considerable difference are listed: 

 

 USB 

 Thread 

 Terminal services sessions in 

console and services 

 TCP 6 

 TCP 4 

 System 

 Server 

 Processor information 

 

 Processor 

 Process 

 PhysicalDisk 

 Objects 

 NUMA node memory 

 Memory 

 LogicalDisk 

 FileSystem disk activity 

 Event tracing for Windows 

 

 

The most relevant differences are: 

 

 Overall PC1 has more threads and more switches between threads. 

 TCPv4 is used instead of TCPv6 which almost has not activity in PC1 

and no activity in PC3. PC1 has 10 times more activity in TCPv4 than 

PC3. 

 PC1 has more system calls and more processor queue length than PC3, 

which does not have any processor queue. 

 PC1 has more server activity than PC3. 

 The processor performance is better in PC3 having an average of 

32.05% with some peaks up to 70% and PC1 having an average of 

82.937%. 

 Concerning the memory PC3 has more activity than PC1 and more 

cache faults per second. The portion of the system file cache which is 

currently resident and active in physical memory (cache bytes) in 

average is higher in PC1. 

 Finally, regarding the logical disk the average disk bytes per second is 

bigger in PC1, but PC3 has more free space available.  

 

One can say that PC3 has better performance, but PC1 has more work load so 

it is difficult to compare them as the amount of work is not the same. For more 

detailed information one can see Table 0.1. 
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The IPCs have been compare too, taking the same counters as in the comparison 

between PC1 and PC3. The results are shown in Appendix D. Some statements can 

be done: 

 

 IPC2 has slightly more processor work with the threads and more 

switches among threads.  

 Both IPCs use TCPv4, IPC2 having more activity and less connection 

failures. 

 IPC2 has more system work load and thus this produces some processor 

queue peaks in IPC2. 

 IPC2 has more server activity than IPC1. 

 IPC2 has more load and that is reflected in the percentage of the 

processor performance, which on average is 74% for IPC2 and 39% 

for IPC1. 

 Concerning to the memory, the amount of cache bytes in IPC1 is almost 

twice bigger than IPC2. 

 Regarding the logical disk, IPC2 has a higher amount of disk bytes per 

second and less free space available than IPC1. 

 

One can say that IPC2 has more load than IPC1 in the moment the 

measurements were done and thus both performance are not comparable in this 

situation. For more detailed information one can check Table 0.2. 
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5 Conclusions and future work 
The first conclusion is that it is now possible to control the IPCs with a remote 

access either using an Ethernet cable and configuring the PC in the specific network 

mentioned in this document or by TeamViewer. All the working PCs in a real 

environment have been analysed. One finds that the results obtained by 

UserBenchmark show the difference between the ones that meet expectations (PC2 

and PC3) and PC1 that does not. Finally the results from the UserBenchmark for 

the IPCs under test show that both are better than PC1. Overall, IPC2 is also slightly 

more effective.  

As the Performance Monitor shows, PC1 has more work load so it is difficult 

to compare it to PC3, as the amount of work is not the same. When using the 

Performance Monitor more testing should be done as there is no clear difference in 

the overall performance of the PCs. The results can differ depending on the time, 

so more measurements should be done to specify which counters that differ in PC1 

and PC3 are. It is also desirable to have a similar workload in the PCs so that the 

comparison can be done more accurately. 
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Appendix A Connect to IPC via Ethernet cable 
In this appendix the configuration needed for accessing the IPC through the 

Ethernet port will be explained.  

In order to have connection between the PC and IPC one needs to have the 

Ethernet ports that are going to be used in the same network. As the aim is to access 

the IPC remotely by the PC, the IP assigned to the PC needs to be the gateway of 

the IPC. 

In both IPCs (IPC1 and IPC2) the Ethernet port that has been configure has been 

the Ethernet 1. The network selected have been 192.168.0.0 255.255.255.0. The 

first available IP has been assigned in the PC 192.168.0.1 255.255.255.0 (Figure 

0.1) and the second one in the IPC 192.168.0.2 255.255.255.0 (as shown in Figure 

0.2). 

 

 
Figure 0.1: Configuration of the PC Ethernet adapter 

 

 
Figure 0.2: Configuration of the IPC Ethernet adapter 
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Once they are both in the same network, the accessibility of the computer should 

be checked. For that one needs to enable the private options when sharing in a 

network as shown in Figure 0.3. 

 

 
Figure 0.3: Configuration of the advanced sharing 

 

The Ethernet port that will be used for the remote desktop needs to have the 

sharing options enabled (Figure 0.4). 

 

 
Figure 0.4: Ethernet port sharing options 

 

The last step for configuring the remote access is to enable remote access of the 

IPC for that one can see the configuration window in Figure 0.5. 
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Figure 0.5: Remote desktop settings 

 

After the remote desktop is enabled the PC can connect the IPC by going to 

network in the file explorer and turning on network discovery and file sharing 

(Figure 0.6). Then the IPC will be discovered by the PC. 

 

 
Figure 0.6: Network discovery and file sharing 

 

After turning on the network discovery and file sharing the IPC will be shown 

and one can connect with remote desktop (Figure 0.7). 
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Figure 0.7: Detecting the IPC and connecting with remote desktop 
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Appendix B Connect Remotely via TeamViewer 
For this connection, one needs to have access to the internet in both devices, the 

one that is going to be controlled and the controller device. Apart from the internet 

connection they need to have TeamViewer Host or TeamViewer [46]  installed and 

know the partner ID number and password. Once all the information is known, the 

partner ID should be written and a new dialog window will appear for entering the 

password Figure 0.8. If the partner ID and password are correct one will be already 

in control of the other PC. 

 

 
Figure 0.8: Accessing a remote PC with TeamViewer. Source: [46] 
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Appendix C Results from comparison between PC1 

and PC3 
 

Object Counter PC1 PC3 

USB -> ELS 

Network and 

Generic USB Hub 

avg. 

Bytes/transfer 
regular, average 2.563 

0, some peaks, average 

2.69 

bulk bytes/sec average 430.918 0 

USB -> intel® 

82801G and 

intel®8 series 

avg. 

Bytes/transfer 

almost constant, 

average 461.532 

0, some peaks, average 

3.158 

bulk bytes/sec 
almost constant, 

average 111026 
0 

Thread 

% Processor time 
some min peaks, 

average 190.371 

almost constant, 

average 369 

% Privileged 

time 

average 186.02, more 

deviation than the other 

almost constant, 

average 381 

Context 

switches/sec 
irregular, average 2466 

some small peaks, 

average 1784 

Terminal services 

sessions -> 

Console 

% Processor time 
average 0.324, more 

deviation 
average 0.255 

Working set 
almost constant, 

average 956041224 

almost constant, 

average 1195286528 

Page faults/sec 
more often but less at a 

time, average6.5 

less often but more at a 

time, average 13.063 

Terminal services 

sessions -> 

Services 

% Processor time average 4.727 average 0.837 

Working set average 866855209 average 985385886 

Page faults/sec irregular, average 2581 
some peaks, but quite 

regular, average 77 

TCPv6 

Connection 

failures 
366 17 

Segments/sec average 0.06 (in use) 0 (not in use) 

TCPv4 

Connection 

failures 
almost constant, 973 33 

Segments/sec average 10  average 1 

System 

System calls/sec 
more irregular, average 

19503 

some peaks, average 

4822 

Exception 

dispatches/sec 

0, one peak, average 

0.094 

more peaks, average 

0.134 

File data 

operations/sec 
average 251 average 426 

Processor queue 

length 
irregular, average 0.382 0 

% Registry quota 

in use 
3.884 2.36 

Context 

switches/sec 

more irregular, average 

3701 

some peaks, average 

1849 

Server Pool paged bytes 6722 2400 
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Pool nonpaged 

bytes 
14912 7552 

Processor 

information 

% Idle time 
average 92.258, more 

irregular 
average 98.549 

% Processor 

performance 
average 82.937 

average 32.05, some 

peaks up to 70 

% Processor 

utility 
average 9.043 

average 1.253, some 

peaks 

Clock 

interrupts/sec 

average 130.416, peak 

at 14:39 
average 2064.015 

DPCs queued/sec average 3323 average 301 

Idle break 

events/sec 

average 1109, more 

irregular 
average 3067 

Interrupts/sec 
average 1467, more 

irregular 
average 3405 

Processor 

DPC rate 
average 51.386, more 

irregular 
average 4.539 

% Processor time average 7 
average 1, peaks up to 

5 

% DPC time average 2.257 average 0.178 

DPCs queued/sec average 3323 average 301 

Interrupts/sec average 1466 average 3405 

Process 

IO read 

operations/sec 
average 220 

average 397, some 

peaks 

Working set - 

private 

average 677181041, 

more irregular 
average 1054259786 

Working seat 

peaks 
average 5995513253 average 4268234200 

Page file bytes average 2505671948 average 1598106169 

% User time average 5.05 average 1.456 

IO other 

bytes/sec 
average 3436 average 8938 

Pool nonpaged 

bytes 
average 12332595 average 2945192 

Page faults/sec 
average 2587, more 

irregular 

average 113, some 

peaks 

IO other 

operations/sec 
average 237.03 average 549 

IO data 

operations/sec 
average 249 

average 425, some 

peaks 

IO read bytes/sec average 28728 
average 78175, more 

peaks 
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PhysicalDisk 

avg. Disk 

bytes/write 
average 10498 average 30797 

Disk read 

bytes/sec 

average 24936, less 

peak 

average 2301, more 

peaks 

Current disk 

queue length 
0, peak at 15:12 up to 1 0 

Disk bytes/sec 
average 115201, some 

peaks 

average 73041, some 

peaks 

avg. Disk 

bytes/read 
average 44812 

average 60920, more 

peaks 

Disk 

transfers/sec 
average 9.155 average 2.335 

avg. Disk 

bytes/transfer 

average 12583, more 

peaks 

average 31284, more 

irregular 

Objects 

Threads average 2156 average 1737 

Mutexes average 2319 average 1082 

Events average 87779 average 13532 

NUMA node 

memory 

Free & zero page 

list Mbytes 
average 54.12 average 644.929 

Standby list 

Mbytes 
average 1238 average 4987 

Total Mbytes average 3036 average 8097 

Available 

Mbytes 
average 1293 average 5632 

Memory 

Pool paged bytes average 216164479 average 410463593 

Free & zero page 

list Mbytes 
average 57296972 average 676749431 

Available bytes average 1356850835 average 5906894746 

Commit limit 8.40E+09 1.05E+10 

Demand zero 

faults/sec 
average 285.957 average 62.808 

Available kbytes average 1325050 average 5768452 

Pages/sec average 6.821 average 0.024 

Cache bytes average 109995854 average 89894351 

Page faults/sec irregular, average 2688 
average 157 some 

peaks 

Standby cache 

reserve bytes 
average 316672025 average 2907488120 

System driver 

resident bytes 
average 5117060 average 8037576 

Standby cache 

normal priority 

bytes 

average 841898026 average 2140891705 

Pool paged allocs average 466827 0 

Pool nonpaged 

allocs 
average 449420 0 

% Committed 

bytes in use 
average 38.358 average 26.148 

Available 

MBytes 
average 1293 average 5632 

Cache faults/sec average 10.586 average 21.767 
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LogicalDisk 

avg. Disk 

bytes/write 
average 10498 average 30797 

% Free space average 39 average 88 

Disk read 

bytes/sec 

average 24936, less 

peak 

average 2301, more 

peaks 

Disk writes/sec average 8.5 average 2.3 

Free megabytes average 119947 average 217023 

Disk bytes/sec average 115201 average 73041 

avg. Disk 

bytes/read 
average 44812 

average 60920, more 

peaks 

Disk 

transfers/sec 
average 9.155 average 2.335 

avg. Disk 

bytes/transfer 

average 12583, more 

peaks 

average 31284, more 

irregular 

FileSystem disk 

activity 

FileSystem bytes 

read 
average 24341 average 3.129 

Event tracing for 

windows 

Total memory 

usage -- paged 

pool 

159744 409600 

Total memory 

usage -- non-

paged pool 

average 6038711 average 8185712 

Table 0.1: Results of Performance Monitor for PC1 and PC3 
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Appendix D Results from comparison between IPC1 

and IPC2 
Object Counter IPC1 IPC2 

Thread 

% Processor time average 366.725 average 394.328 

% Privileged time average 375.655 average 374.421 

Context 

switches/sec 
average 1796 average 7977 

Terminal services 

sessions -> 

console 

% Processor time average 0.57 average 3.882 

Working set average 767500322 average 573754746 

Page faults/sec 0, some peaks average 428.306 

Terminal services 

sessions -> 

services 

% Processor time average 4.372 average 6.875 

Working set average 789087360 average 519041177 

Page faults/sec average 75.416 average 926.47 

TCPv6 
Connection failures 2 106 

Segments/sec 0 0 

TCPv4 
Connection failures average 331.596 198 

Segments/sec average 10.751 average 18.047 

System 

System calls/sec average 8289 average 25291 

Exception 

dispatches/sec 
average 0.034 average 8.886 

File data 

operations/sec 
average 1306 average 2554 

Processor queue 

length 
0 

average 0.041, some 

peaks 

% Registry quota in 

use 
2.181 2.3 

Context 

switches/sec 
average 3478 average 8381 

Server 

Pool paged bytes 2400 4122 

Pool nonpaged 

bytes 
4746 86661 

Processor 

performance 

Frequency average 550.379 average 1432.855 

Percentage average 33 average 71 

Processor 

information 

% Idle time average 93.727 average 88.466 

% Processor 

performance 
average 39 average 74 

% Processor utility average 3.651 average 11.579 

Clock interrupts/sec average 258.257 average 87.470 

DPCs queued/sec average 915 average 1798 

Idle break 

events/sec 
average 2757 average 5047 

Interrupts/sec average 3226 average 6076 
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Processor 

DPC rate average 12.371 average 26.066 

% Processor time average 6.271 average 11.533 

% DPC time average 1.005 average 0.598 

DPCs queued/sec average 915 average 1798 

Interrupts/sec average 3226 average 6076 

Process 

IO read 

operations/sec 
average 1163 average 2259 

Working set - 

private 
average 708072926 average 668792 

Working seat peaks average 5925186714 average 4618812114 

Page file bytes average 1488235904 average 1369595462 

% User time average 7.847 average 20.22 

IO other bytes/sec average 20690 average 78230 

Pool nonpaged 

bytes 
average 2725151 average 2073996 

Page faults/sec average 30 average 1354 

IO other 

operations/sec 
average 843 average 2731 

IO data 

operations/sec 
average 1305 average 2544 

IO read bytes/sec average 21819 average 6535 

PhysicalDisk 

avg. Disk 

bytes/write 
average 5096 average 5144 

Disk read bytes/sec average 87741 average 767 

Current disk queue 

length 
average 0.008 average 0.025 

Disk bytes/sec average 329440 average 476374 

avg. Disk 

bytes/read 
average 33599 average 21749 

Disk transfers/sec average 50.032 average 92.476 

avg. Disk 

bytes/transfer 
average 6584 average 5151 

Objects 

Threads average 1567 average 1231 

Mutexes average 922 average 932 

Events average 13062 average 9096 

NUMA node 

memory 

Free & zero page 

list Mbytes 
average 155 average 113 

Standby list Mbytes average 2065 average 2211 

Total Mbytes 3749 3990 

Available Mbytes average 2220 average 2324 
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Memory 

Pool paged bytes average 186551629 average 224710333 

Free & zero page 

list Mbytes 

average 163217382, 

step 
average 119109216 

Available bytes average 2329047646 average 2438845657 

Commit limit 5.41E+09 4.95E+09 

Demand zero 

faults/sec 
average 52 average 969 

Available kbytes average 2274461 average 2381685 

Pages/sec average 29.686 average 1.68 

Cache bytes average 100157687 average 55093189 

Page faults/sec average 165 average 1421 

Standby cache 

reserve bytes 
average 321357380 average 104373898 

System driver 

resident bytes 
8631945 23650304 

Standby cache 

normal priority 

bytes 

average 1652810308 average 2032748009 

Pool paged allocs average 180801 average 258299 

Pool nonpaged 

allocs 
average 152540 average 749037 

% Committed bytes 

in use 
average 38.364 average 47.225 

Available MBytes average 2220 average 2325 

Cache faults/sec average 17, some peaks average 26, irregular 

LogicalDisk 

avg. Disk 

bytes/write 
average 5096 average 5144 

% Free space 82 68 

Disk read bytes/sec average 87741 average 767 

Disk writes/sec average 47 average 92 

Free megabytes average 100670 average 83537 

Disk bytes/sec average 329440 average 476374 

avg. Disk 

bytes/read 
average 33599 average 21749 

Disk transfers/sec average 50 average 92 

avg. Disk 

bytes/transfer 
average 6584 average 5151 

FileSystem disk 

activity 

FileSystem bytes 

read 
120926 average 767 

FileSystem bytes 

written 
241484 average 475598 

Event tracing for 

windows 

Total memory 

usage -- paged pool 
average 149452 143360 

Total memory 

usage -- non-paged 

pool 

5655757 4669440 

Table 0.2: Results of Performance Monitor for IPC1 and IPC2 
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Appendix E Specifications of processors 

 Intel® Core™ i5-

4310U Processor  

Intel® Core™ i5-

2520M Processor  

Intel® Celeron® 

Processor J1900 

Intel® Celeron® 

Processor N3160  

Intel® Celeron® 

Processor E3300  

Essentials 

Product 

Collection 

4th Generation Intel® 

Core™ i5 Processors  

Legacy Intel® Core™ 

Processors  

Intel® Celeron® 

Processor J Series  

Intel® Celeron® 

Processor N Series  

Legacy Intel® 

Celeron® Processor  

Vertical 

Segment 
Mobile Mobile Desktop Mobile Desktop 

Processor 

Number 
i5-4310U i5-2520M J1900 N3160 E3300 

Status Launched Launched Launched Launched Discontinued 

Launch Date Q1'14 Q1'11 Q4'13 Q1'16 Q3'09 

Lithography 22 nm 32 nm 22 nm 14 nm 45 nm 

Use Conditions   
Embedded Broad 

Market Commercial 

Temp, PC/Client/Tablet 

Embedded Broad 

Market Commercial 

Temp, 

PC/Client/Tablet 

 

Recommended 

Customer Price 
$281.00 $227.00 $82.00 $107.00 $47.00 

Performance 

# of Cores 2 2 4 4 2 

# of Threads 4 4 4 4  

file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/80343/intel-core-i5-4310u-processor-3m-cache-up-to-3-00-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/80343/intel-core-i5-4310u-processor-3m-cache-up-to-3-00-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/52229/intel-core-i5-2520m-processor-3m-cache-up-to-3-20-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/52229/intel-core-i5-2520m-processor-3m-cache-up-to-3-20-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/78867/intel-celeron-processor-j1900-2m-cache-up-to-2-42-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/78867/intel-celeron-processor-j1900-2m-cache-up-to-2-42-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/91831/intel-celeron-processor-n3160-2m-cache-up-to-2-24-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/91831/intel-celeron-processor-n3160-2m-cache-up-to-2-24-ghz.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/42771/intel-celeron-processor-e3300-1m-cache-2-50-ghz-800-mhz-fsb.html
file:///C:/content/www/us/en/ark/products/42771/intel-celeron-processor-e3300-1m-cache-2-50-ghz-800-mhz-fsb.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/75024/4th-generation-intel-core-i5-processors.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/75024/4th-generation-intel-core-i5-processors.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/79666/legacy-intel-core-processors.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/79666/legacy-intel-core-processors.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/77504/intel-celeron-processor-j-series.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/77504/intel-celeron-processor-j-series.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/87282/intel-celeron-processor-n-series.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/87282/intel-celeron-processor-n-series.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/79083/legacy-intel-celeron-processor.html
https://ark.intel.com/content/www/us/en/ark/products/series/79083/legacy-intel-celeron-processor.html
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Processor Base 

Frequency 
2.00 GHz 2.50 GHz 2.00 GHz 1.60 GHz 2.50 GHz 

Max Turbo 

Frequency 
3.00 GHz 3.20 GHz    

Cache 3 MB SmartCache 3 MB SmartCache 2 MB L2 2 MB L2 1 MB L2 

Bus Speed 5 GT/s DMI2 5 GT/s DMI   800 MHz FSB 

TDP 15 W 35 W 10 W 6 W 65 W 

Burst 

Frequency 
  2.42 GHz 2.24 GHz  

Scenario 

Design Power 

(SDP) 

   4 W  

VID Voltage 

Range 
    0.8500V-1.3625V 

Supplemental Information 

Embedded 

Options 

Available 

No No Yes Yes No 

Datasheet View now  View now  View now  View now  View now  

Memory Specifications 

Max Memory 

Size (dependent 

on memory 

type) 

16 GB 16 GB 8 GB 8 GB  

Memory Types 
DDR3L 1333/1600, 

LPDDR3 1333/1600 
DDR3 1066/1333 DDR3L 1333 DDR3L-1600  

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/core/core-technical-resources.html
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/core/CoreTechnicalResources.html
http://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/datasheets/pentium-n3520-j2850-celeron-n2920-n2820-n2815-n2806-j1850-j1750-datasheet.pdf
http://www.intel.com/content/dam/www/public/us/en/documents/datasheets/pentium-celeron-n-series-datasheet-vol-1.pdf
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/processors/pentium/pentium-processor/PentiumCeleronTechnicalResources.html
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Max # of 

Memory 

Channels 

2 2 2 2  

Max Memory 

Bandwidth 
25.6 GB/s 21.3 GB/s    

ECC Memory 

Supported 
No No No No  

Physical 

Address 

Extensions 

  36-bit   

Processor Graphics 

Processor 

Graphics ‡ 

Intel® HD Graphics 

4400 

Intel® HD Graphics 

3000 

Intel® HD Graphics for 

Intel Atom® Processor 

Z3700 Series 

  

Graphics Base 

Frequency 
200 MHz 650 MHz 688 MHz 320 MHz  

Graphics Max 

Dynamic 

Frequency 

1.10 GHz 1.30 GHz 854 MHz   

Graphics 

Video Max 

Memory 

2 GB   8 GB  

Graphics 

Output 
eDP/DP/HDMI 

eDP/DP/HDMI/SDV

O/CRT 
 eDP/DP/HDMI  

Max 

Resolution 

(HDMI 1.4) 

3280x2000@60Hz     
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Max 

Resolution 

(DP) 

3200x2000@60Hz     

DirectX* 

Support 
11.2/12   Yes  

OpenGL* 

Support 
4.3   Yes  

Intel® Quick 

Sync Video 
Yes Yes Yes Yes  

Intel® InTru™ 

3D Technology 
Yes Yes No No  

Intel® Flexible 

Display 

Interface 

(Intel® FDI) 

No Yes No   

Intel® Clear 

Video HD 

Technology 

Yes Yes  Yes  

# of Displays 

Supported 
3 2 2 3  

Device ID 0xA16 0x116    

Macrovision* 

License 

Required 

 No    

Graphics Burst 

Frequency 
   640 MHz  
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Execution 

Units 
   12  

Intel® Clear 

Video 

Technology 

   Yes  

Expansion Options 

PCI Support No     

PCI Express 

Revision 
2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0  

PCI Express 

Configurations 

‡ 

4x1, 2x4 1x16, 2x8, 1x8+2x4 X4, X2, X1 
1x4/2x2/1x2 + 

2x1/4x1 
 

Max # of PCI 

Express Lanes 
12 16 4 4  

I/O Specifications 

# of USB Ports 4   5  

USB Revision 3.0   2.0/3.0  

Total # of 

SATA Ports 
4   2  

Integrated 

LAN 
No   No  

Integrated IDE No     

General 

Purpose IO 
Yes   Yes  

UART Yes   Yes  
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Max # of 

SATA 6.0 Gb/s 

Ports 

4   2  

Package Specifications 

Sockets 

Supported 
FCBGA1168 PPGA988 FCBGA1170 FCBGA1170 LGA775 

Max CPU 

Configuration 
1 1 1 1  

TJUNCTION 100°C 100 C 105°C 90°C  

Package Size 
40mm x 24mm x 

1.5mm 

37.5mm x 37.5mm 

(rPGA988B); 31mm x 

24mm (BGA1023) 

25mm X 27mm 25mm x 27mm  

Low Halogen 

Options 

Available 

Yes Yes No No Yes 

TCASE     74.1°C 

Advanced Technologies 

Intel® Turbo 

Boost 

Technology 

2.0 2.0 No No No 

Intel® vPro™ 

Platform 

Eligibility 

Yes Yes No No  
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Intel® Hyper-

Threading 

Technology 

Yes Yes No No No 

Intel® 

Virtualization 

Technology 

(VT-x) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Intel® 

Virtualization 

Technology for 

Directed I/O 

(VT-d) 

Yes Yes No No No 

Intel® VT-x 

with Extended 

Page Tables 

(EPT) 

Yes Yes  Yes  

Intel® TSX-NI No     

Intel® 64 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Instruction Set 64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 64-bit 

Instruction Set 

Extensions 

Intel® SSE4.1, Intel® 

SSE4.2, Intel® AVX2 
Intel® AVX    

Idle States Yes Yes  Yes Yes 
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Enhanced Intel 

SpeedStep® 

Technology 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Thermal 

Monitoring 

Technologies 

Yes Yes  Yes Yes 

Intel® ME 

Firmware 

Version 

9.5     

Intel® HD 

Audio 

Technology 

Yes   Yes  

Intel® Matrix 

Storage 

Technology 

No     

Intel® Identity 

Protection 

Technology  

Yes Yes No Yes  

Intel® Rapid 

Storage 

Technology 

Yes  No No  

Intel® Smart 

Connect 

Technology 

Yes   No  
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Intel® Stable 

Image Platform 

Program 

(SIPP) 

Yes  No No  

Intel® Smart 

Response 

Technology 

Yes   No  

Intel® My 

WiFi 

Technology 

 Yes    

4G WiMAX 

Wireless 

Technology 

 Yes  No  

Intel® Demand 

Based 

Switching 

 No    

Intel® Fast 

Memory Access 
 Yes    

Intel® Flex 

Memory Access 
 Yes    

Intel® 

Optane™ 

Memory 

Supported 

  No   

Secure Boot    Yes  
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Intel® 

Virtualization 

Technology for 

Itanium (VT-i) 

   No  

Security & Reliability 

Intel® AES 

New 

Instructions 

Yes Yes No Yes No 

Secure Key Yes   Yes  

Intel® Trusted 

Execution 

Technology 

Yes Yes  No No 

Execute 

Disable Bit 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Anti-Theft 

Technology 
Yes Yes No No  

Intel® OS 

Guard 
   No  

Table 0.3: Specifications of processors. Source: [22] 


